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Abstract
Publications play a central role in presenting the outcome of scientific research but are typically presented as textual lists,
whereas related work in visualization of publication focuses on exploration – not presentation. To bridge this gap, we conducted
a design study of an interactive visual representation of publication data in a BibTeX file. This paper reports our domain and
problem characterization as well as our visualization design decisions in light of our user-centered design process including
interviews, two user studies with a paper prototype and a d3.js prototype, and practical application at our group’s website.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): Information Interfaces and Presentation [H.5.2]: User Interfaces—
Graphical user interfaces

1. Introduction
One’s publications are probably the most vital assets for early stage
and senior researchers alike. Despite their central role as scientific track record, publication lists of a single researcher or research
groups are still commonly represented as textual lists. These can,
for example, be grouped by the type of publication or sorted by
year of publication. However, the representation itself as well as
the level of interactivity for online versions are rather limited.
This paper is a design study [SMM12] that presents the domain
and problem characterization, conceptual design, and implementation of an interactive visual representation of publication data
called PubViz. The designed representations are interactive and coordinated, focusing on different aspects such as development over
time, publication type distribution, co-authors, and keywords. Input data is given in the established BibTeX format [Pat10] and the
interactive views are implemented based on standard web technologies such as d3.js [BOH11] in order to be easily embeddable into
webpages. PubViz is available as free and open source software on
GitHub [HC17].
The main contributions of the paper at hand are 1) a systematic
domain and problem characterization manifested in concrete personas and scenarios that may be used for further work in the area,
2) a specific visualization and interaction design along with 3) empirical evidence collected in the course of a user-centered design
process and 4) an open and reusable implementation in JavaScript.

In an initial phase, we conducted interviews with six university
employees to specify the context of use and to derive requirements.
The interviews were conducted at their workspace to gain a deeper
insight into their natural working environment. The main aims of
these interviews were to estimate the general need for the visualization of publication data, find essential expectations on such a
tool, and identify the most important data in a publication list. The
results of the first stage are presented in more detail in Section 3.
Based on analysis of the outcome of the conducted interviews,
representative BibTeX data, and related work (Section 4), we
sketched possible visualizations of publication data (Figure 1). In
this early development stage, we performed a formative usability
evaluation [TQ05] of a Wizard of Oz [Nie93] setting with six subjects to find out which visualizations are most suitable (Figure 2).
Following the formative user study a high-fidelity prototype was
developed and validated in the form of a usability study [Nie93]
with four test persons of the target group. The main goal of the
usability study was to get feedback from users and notice usability
problems previously unknown.
Afterwards, we deployed the software on the website of our research group (Section 6) and have been using it for several months
by the time of publication.
3. Users, Tasks, and Data

2. Design Method and Evolution

In our initial problem characterization, we identified three distinct goals for visualization of publications and developed a persona [CRC07] for each:

For the design of PubViz, we used a four-level user-centered design process [RSP15], iteratively involving persons from the target
audience throughout the process.

Autobiographical Presentation: Scientists have a high interest to
make their own publications as visible as possible. On the one
hand, they want their research results to be found, applied, and
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Julia Mischalek, the second persona, is a 32-year-old organizational assistant at a small university, where she is responsible
for publication lists on the website and various reports. Since
she receives publication data in various formats, she maintains
a Zotero database. Seeing the results of her drudgery in PubViz
increases her motivation, also the scientific staff is more engaged
to use the lists, e.g., to find internal collaborators. Finally, Julia
can export charts from PubViz and use them in printed reports.
Exploration: Scientists also collect publication lists and analyze
them in order to find previously unknown literature, identify key
experts, and get a general overview of a field of research.
Hans Peter Guggel, the third persona, is a 20-year-old bachelor
student, who uses PubViz to find a topic and a supervisor for his
thesis based on the BibTeX data available from his university.
Overall, the users are scientists, students, or other members of a
scientific organization. While the exploration goal is supported by
various related work, we identified an unaddressed need for a welldesigned but easy-to-setup visual presentation of publication lists.
Figure 1: First round of UI and visualization sketches.

Figure 2: Wizard of Oz paper prototype.

cited. On the other hand, their publication record can be a key
asset in finding collaboration partners and in gaining funding.
Sigrid Zippelin, the first persona, is a 47-year-old university professor and department head in IT security. On the occasion of
giving a conference keynote, she creates an appealing landing
page for her research with PubViz. She has her publication data
available in Zotero [Roy17] and can export it as BibTeX. Her
busy schedule would not allow her to use a more complex tool
or develop a professional solution herself.
Presentation by Third Parties: Academic institutions, funding
bodies, scientific societies, and many other third parties typically report publication lists prominently to represent their competence and/or scientific impact.

For a minimal setup effort for users, we decided to use the BibTeX file format [Pat10] for input of publication data. With a history of more than 30 years, the BibTeX file format is now a defacto standard for scientific publications and is widely supported
by tools and websites. BibTeX stores publication data in a specific
plain text format. One publication item is described by a publication type, a citation key, and key-value pairs for various bibliographic attributes. There are a number of publication types such
as article or book. Depending on the publication type, different attributes are required or optionally allowed such as authors, journal,
pages, URL, etc.
To determine, which bibliographic attributes should have priority
in our visualization, we made episodical observations from analyzing 99 items in a representative BibTeX file and the initial interviews of 6 subjects. Authors, title, and publication year were most
important to our 6 subjects and also available in most of the example data. URLs were also frequently available in the data and
regarded as rather important. Abstract and keywords were rather
important but missing for more than half of the items. Citations had
average importance as well, but are not available in BibTeX. Edition, publisher, country of origin, and location were answered as
least important. However, our subjects stated that a solution should
also contain a common list of the complete bibliographic records
for the case that a visitor is unwilling to use other interaction.
It should, however, be noted that various tools use BibTeX with
different type or attribute names. We consolidated the different
attributes to publication type, year, authors, keywords, title, journal/book title, pages, abstract, URL. Furthermore, we merged publication types to 7 categories: article, book, part of book, conference, thesis, report, misc. This data transformation resulted in a
table dataset structure with publications items as rows and bibliographic attributes as columns [Mun14].
4. Related Work
Scientific publications are an interesting data source for visualization research: Not only do they allow for retrospection of the
scientific community (e.g., [FGP04, HGEF07, XSSS14, IHK∗ 16,
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IIS∗ 17]), but they also offer multiple data facets such as time, text,
or undirected networks of co-authors, and directed networks of citations, and sets of keywords [BKW16, FHKM16].
Many solutions focus on citations. For example, VisNavi [SMM13] browse a citation graph starting from a seed paper in a hyperbolic tree. CiteVis [SCH∗ 13] shows a paper collection and applies interactive highlighting for citations. Impact
glyphs [MML16] provide a dense representation of a paper’s references and citations. PaperQuest [PEM16] supports reading decisions based on citation metrics and previously selected “core”
publications. CiteRivers [HHKE16] combines the analysis of citation patterns with topics extracted from the publications’ text
in a multiple coordinated views. Van Ham [vH04] and Burch et
al. [BPW15] presented two solutions to explore publications by
keywords and discover topical clusters based on analytical preprocessing. KeyVis [IIS∗ 17] was designed to find related work
based on keywords and make informed keyword choices for future publications. ScholarTree [FCM16] uses a botanical metaphor
for the dynamic network of a scientist’s co-authors. For this it
represents sophisticated features like first authorship and tiers of
venues. Keshif [YEB16] is a general purpose solution for browsing and filtering of table data that has also been demonstrated with
the publication record of Ben Bederson [Bed17]. SurVis [BKW16]
is specialized solution to present and analyze scientific literature
that was designed for authors of state-of-the-art reports to curate
and present their references. It includes keywords, authors, citations, publication clustering, teaser images, and flexible selectors.
For more solutions, a recent survey on literature and patent visualization [FHKM16] may be consulted.
Discussion. Existing solutions do not address the presentation
goals characterized above. Visualizations like PaperQuest or CiteRivers are designed for users willing to invest time for training
and exploration. Other visualizations like CiteVis or ScholarTree
can be used for presentation but focus on overview of some aspects
but do not include publication list, which our test persons need for
unengaged visitors. Even well-designed and usable solutions like
Keshif or SurVis might be too overloaded for visitors of an autobiographical presentation. Another issue is setup effort for the user
curating the visualization. For example, Keshif requires data as a
spreadsheet or with a custom conversion code or SurVis needs the
curator to run a Python script for BibTeX preprocessing.

5. Visualization Design
Guided by the interviews and inspired by existing solutions (e.g.,
[Bed17]) as well as collections of visualizations for presentation
purposes, we produced several iterations of sketches, paper prototypes, and finally a functional prototype [KKUW07, p. 50] using
d3.js [BOH11]. We collected further user feedback in two rounds
of usability tests. Next, we will explain our design decisions based
on the final prototype as shown in Figure 3:
Time: A bar chart of the number of works published each year
(Figure 3:1) provides a temporal overview. We experimented
with various visualization methods [AMST11] such as a stream
graph [BW08] of publication types but the Wizard of Oz test
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Figure 3: Illustration of the high-fidelity prototype including: 1)
temporal bar charts for number of publications by year; 2) on the
left the overall number of publications, and on the right a bar chart
to break down the count based on publication types; 3) a word
cloud of authors; 4) a word cloud of keywords; and 5) the contained publications which can be sorted by year and by type.
revealed that the bar chart was more understandable. During further deployment, we added temporal scrolling, if the covered
time span gets too long.
Publication Types: A horizontal bar chart (Figure 3:2) shows
how different types of publications compare to each other. We
grouped some types together to reduce the space needed.
In the early designs, we intended to encode publication type by
color hue in various other views. However, this conflicted with
the color used for highlighting and we decided that communicating filter state clearly has higher priority. Furthermore, PubViz
also shows the total number of publications in a central position
(to the left of the publication type bars).
Authors: A word cloud [VW08] (Figure 3:3) shows the names of
the publications’ authors with a font size based on each author’s
publication count. In the trade-off between an aesthetically optimized layout and searchability, we settled for a non-sorted layout
with horizontal words only that do not change their position on
interaction. If the publication list contains too many authors only
the top authors are shown.
Initially, we planned a node-link diagram to emphasize coauthorship with edges of different thickness. However, when
tested with representative data, this network view was too cluttered – in particular for the limited space available.
Keywords: Another word cloud (Figure 3:4) represents the fre-
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quency of the top keywords in the publication list. While the
initial interviews did not yield keywords among the most important attributes, the Wizard of Oz and the prototype test revealed
that the keyword word cloud was a very useful and well accepted
feature by the subjects.
Complete Records: A scrollable list (Figure 3:5) in the bottom
of the page shows the bibliographic records of all publications.
Visitors can sort the list by year or by type. Each record can be
enlarged to show the abstract if present and the given URL is
available as a hyperlink. The need for such a list in addition to
various overview visualizations was raised by the subjects of the
initial interviews after we showed them Ben Bederson’s website
[Bed17] and confirmed in subsequent usability tests.
A visitor has the ability to select a bar or a word in the overview
visualizations (i.e. bar charts and word clouds) for filtering the publication list. In addition all related marks in all views are highlighted [Rob07]. For example, if the user clicks on one year in the
temporal bar chart (Figure 4), the bar will be highlighted, bar’s label will be displayed with bold font, the list in the bottom will be
filtered, the number of matching publications will be displayed in
front of the total number, the publication type bar chart will highlight the proportion of work published in that year, and the word
clouds will highlight authors and keywords of these filtered publications. It is possible to select more than one mark of a view, which
is interpreted as logical OR, and to combine selection in different
views, which is interpreted as logical AND [AS94].
The usability of coordinated filtering was a focus of our user
studies. Since we cannot expect visualization training from visitors of the publication lists, we settled for relatively weak filtering
possibilities. To make the selection state recognizable while maintaining an aesthetic overall appearance, we encode the selection of
marks with a bold font only. Furthermore, we added a “clear all”
button in the top right corner that resets all selections.
6. Application Examples
To show how PubViz can be used, we demonstrate it for presenting
our own publications and exploring a body of literature.
Presenting Own Publications. As a research group or a single
researcher, PubViz can be used to present an overview of your publications having an easy way to explore all publications visually.
An example is the visualization of publications of a research group
[Res17]. The dataset includes 256 items. PubViz is connected to
the content management system Drupal via a live BibTeX export
which makes it maintainable in the long-term. In addition, the site
uses URL filters via GET parameters (e.g., f[author]) to prefilter
the whole dataset for showing the publications for a specific author.
Exploring Literature. For testing the scalability of PubViz, we
used data from the ‘vispubdata’ project [IHK∗ 16]. PubViz can
open the complete dataset and provide an overview of its 2,753
records but interactions are slow on a standard office computer (Intel Core i5-3230M; Chrome 57). It has acceptable reaction times for
a prefiltered subset of all 647 publications of the InfoVis conference
(from 1995 up to 2015). Here we can recognize in the temporal bar
chart that publication count peaked in 2004 (Figure 4) [Rin17]. This

Figure 4: PubViz with all publications of the InfoVis conference
from 1995 to 2015. The year 2004 is highlighted.
was the year when posters were also included in the proceedings,
which can be seen in the bar chart presentation of the publication
types (posters are listed as ‘misc’). However, deeper exploration of
subsets of records is not possible as the design of PubViz is optimized for presentation to untrained visitors.
7. Conclusions
Scientific researchers want to present their publication record in
more accessible way than as a long list of textual references. We
conducted a visualization design study to develop a visually appealing and easy-to-setup solution. PubViz takes the established
BibTeX format as input, uses the widely known visualization methods bar charts and word clouds, and provides interactive filtering
options. Two rounds of user studies with a Wizard of Oz paper prototype and a functional d3.js prototype as well as a long-term application at our research group website serve as validation for our
design decisions – in particular the interactive filtering concept did
not cause any usability problems. Our long-term application furthermore showed that PubViz works well for a scale of 25 to 250
publications. Thus, it meets the real-world need of autobiographical
presentation for individuals, projects, or small research groups.
Supplementary Materials. Research data, software, and reusable figures can be found at http://phaidra.fhstp.ac.at/o:1933.
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